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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1974 Norio introduced the concept of nanotechnology, which involves producing technology with superhigh accuracy and ultra-fine dimensions. Nanotechnology
is identified by National Nanotechnology N Initiative as
“science, engineering, and technology conducted at the
nanoscale, which is about 1 to 100 nm”. Nanotechnology is implemented in various fields such as electronics,
biomedical, food, materials, and oil and gas industry.2
The need for conventional heat transfer (HT) fluids
enhancement drove scientists to search for innovative alternatives. NFs were investigated to improve the HT capabilities of traditional HT fluids.3–7 Al2 O3 NPs have high
stability, hardness, and insulation.8 Due to the significant
thermophysical properties (TP) of aluminum (Al) NPs,
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Numerous researchers have reported significant improvements in nanofluid (NF) heat transfer (HT), suspension stability, thermal conductivity (TC), and rheological and mass transfer properties. As a result, nanofluids
(NFs) play an important role in a variety of applications, including the health and biomedical engineering industries. The majority of the nanofluids (NFs) literature focuses on analyzing and comprehending the behavior
of nanofluid models as heating or cooling mechanisms in various fields. This article represents a comprehensive study on nanofluids (NFs). It involves commonly used nanoparticles (NPs), magnetic nanofluids (MNFs),
thermal conductivity (TC) enhancement, heat transfer (HT) enhancement, nanofluids (NFs) synthesis methods, stability evaluation methods, stability enhancement, nanofluids (NFs) applications in the biomedical field,
62.215.193.29
Mon, 20(NFs)
Dec 2021
and their impact on health andIP:the
environment.On:
Nanofluids
play 11:32:11
vital role in biomedical applications. It
Copyright:
American
Scientific
Publishers
can be implemented in drug delivery systems, hyperthermia, sterilization processes, bioimaging, lubrication of
Delivered by Ingenta
orthopedic implants, and micro-pumping systems for drugs and hormones.
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it has been drawing researchers’ attention and has been
widely used in different applications.2 9–14 In addition to
its outstanding dielectric strength, in comparison to other
NPs, Al has the smallest rate of precipitation and the
largest “emulsification stability.” Its hydrophilic characteristic aids the preparing of stable NFs with a simple sonication process.15
Numerous researches have been found to explore the
characteristics of Al2 O3 . Khalid et al.16 explored the
impact of adding Al2 O3 and SiO2 into the water to observe

Hamad et al.

the change in TP. Piriyawong et al.8 studied the characteristics of Al2 O3 synthesized by laser ablation suspended
in deionized water. Choudhary12 explored the outcomes of
Al2 O3 NPs on the structural, thermal, electric, and dielectric properties of PVA-PVP films. The addition of Al2 O3
NPs improved the eutectoid transformation of PVA-PVP
mixture films, altered the smooth surface morphology, and
reduced the film’s low-frequency dielectric characteristics.
Farhana et al.15 summarized several experimental analyses
of Al2 O3 NFs.
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1.1. Titanium Oxide NPs
Titanium dioxide TiO2 has several characteristics including high-level specific surface area, chemical stability,
electric band structure, quantum effectiveness, and minimal toxicity.4 17 18 Furthermore, TiO2 NPs have hydrophobic nature, non-wettability, high energy bandgap, thermal
stability, exceptional structural stability, and potential oxidation strength, low cost, high abundance, and resistance
to corrosion19 TiO2 can absorb UV light. It can be used
for cancer treatment in photodynamic therapy, due to its
photocatalytic effects that can eliminate cancer tumors by
directed drug delivery.17 20
J. Nanofluids, 10, 463–477, 2021

1.2. Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)
The distinctive properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
for instance, high-level of thermal conductivity (TC), high
aspect-ratio, as well as adequate mechanical strength make
CNT NPs good candidates for NFs.21 Various studies indicated that carbon nanotubes exhibit higher TC compared
to metal and metal oxide materials.21–24 Estellé et al.25
explored the rheological features and TC of CNT/water
NFs on, the effect of NP matter and base fluid (BF) on the
TP of NFs was considered. CNTs NFs properties can be
altered by changing the VF, slip parameter, BF type, NP
shape, and NP size.6 7 26–29
465
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CNTs are classified as two classes, first class as a singlewalled nanotubes (SWCNTs), as well as the second class
as a multi-walled nanotube (MWCNTs). MWCNTs consist of several concentric nanotubes specifically nested
within one another. It has a diameter of 1 nm. The individual shell of MWCNT is SWCNT. MWCNT has excellent chemical, thermal, mechanical, electrical, and optical
properties and can be used in various fields.22 23 Akbar
et al.30 31 analyzed the unsteady peristaltic transport of
carbon nanotubes nanofluid through a non-uniform channel of a finite length. It has been concluded that multiwalled carbon nanotubes exhibit a remarkable effect on
increasing the axial velocity and transverse velocity.

to high fluidity. Ferrofluids have the advantage of controlling their properties and performance via an external
signal.36 37
The structural studies of MNFs gained much attention
recently, due to the influence of magnetic NPs distribution
on thermal, transport, thermal and rheological properties
of ferrofluids. Li and Li38 considered different magnetic
fluid systems containing different magnetic NPs. The study
indicated that chains are formed with low magnetic dipolar interaction. Moreover, the presence of MNFs aligned
the direction of the magnetic movement of NPs along the
applied MF direction. Naqvia et al.39 examined the electrically Casson fluid mixed with metallic NPs over a stretching cylinder with the inclusion of Joule heating effect and
MF. Their findings demonstrated that increasing the MF
1.3. Graphene Oxide NPs (GONPs)
and Casson parameter decreases velocity, whereas increasThe feature of varying flakes sizes, and chemical coming these parameters increases temperature. Dogonchi
position of graphene oxide (GO) shown in Figure 1, in
et al.40–44 modeled and simulated MNFs convective flow in
addition to its hydrophilicity which allows it to be disan annular space among triangle and rhombus enclosures.
persed in water, dragged scientists’ attention. GONPs can
Guan et al.45 synthesized FeCo@CoFe2 O4 core–shell
be used in several fields such as engineering and medical
NPs using the one-step method. They examined morsciences applications. They exhibit high-level TC, highphologic and magnetic properties of FeCo@CoFe2 O4 .
level surface-area to volume ratio (SAVR) which improves
Furthermore, the stability and VISC of MNFs were examHT rate, high stability, and low friction coefficient which
ined. The results indicated that the saturation magnetimakes them suitable for lubrication processes. In addi9 32 33
34
zation of FeCo@CoFe2 O4 is higher than CoFe2 O4 NPs.
Arshad et al.
tion, they can be easily fabricated.
FeCo@CoFe
reviewed different experimental data for graphene-based
2 O4 NFs displays superb stability and senIP: 62.215.193.29 On: Mon,sitivity
20 Decto2021
11:32:11MF. Although, Doganay et al.36
an
external
NFs and their ability to enhance TC,
viscosity American
(VISC), Scientific Publishers
Copyright:
stability, and HT. Ba et al.35 reviewed the preparation,
sta- byexplored,
Delivered
Ingenta compared, and discussed the TC and VISC of
MNFs
under the influence of a MF.
bility, and applications of graphene-based NFs, whereas
9
Magnetic
materials can be categorized according to
Bahiraei and Heshmatian conducted a comprehensive
their
magnetization
into diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and
review on graphene family NFs.
ferromagnetic. Superparamagnetism appears in ferromagnetic NPs.46 The use of superparamagnetic NPs could
2. MAGNETIC NANOFLUIDS (MNFs)
respond rapidly to the applied MF with insignificant remiMagnetic nanofluids (MNFs) are created by suspending
niscence and coercivity. Additionally, it reduces the risk of
super-magnetic NPs in a BF. Standard diameter of magagglomeration.47 Thus, Superparamagnetic NPs have been
netic NPs is generally between 2 and 20 nm. MNFs have
investigated for biological imaging and therapeutic applia significant role in various fields due to their ability to
cation due to their high-level SAVR and superparamaginteract with an external magnetic field (MF), in addition
netic property.48
Recently, it has been discovered that ferrofluids have
been studied in different areas including optical modulators, biomedicine, and cancer therapy. The use of ferrofluids in hyperthermia, drug delivery, cell separation based
on magnetic field, alongside contrast improvement in magnetic resonance imaging can be highly beneficial.19

3. THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
NANOFLUIDS

Fig. 1. Graphene oxide GO structure. Reprinted with permission
from [155], P. Suvarnaphaet and S. Pechprasarn, Sensors 17, 2161 (2017).
Copyright@Open access.
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Researchers are looking more into manipulating the thermophysical parameters of conventional fluids to enhance
HT4 49–54 NFs have been extensively used in engineering applications such as photonics, biomedical,55–57 and
electronics58 59 because of their ability to increase TC and
HT coefficients. Gupta et al.60 and Öğüt et al.61 provided
a summary about TP of the NFs.
J. Nanofluids, 10, 463–477, 2021
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3.1. Thermal Conductivity Enhancement
The utilization of a MF is an important factor that can
influence
the TC of NFs.37 74 75 Baby and Sundara76 studMost important feature of NFs is its ability to enhance TC.
ied thermal activity in the existence and lack of a MF. TC
Metallic NPs dispersed in HT fluid with low TC, excepimprovement is noted with the existence of a MF due to
tionally increase the TC of the fluid. Various investigations
the chain formation of magnetic MWCNTs. Maximum TC
have been conducted to develop models to estimate the
is observed to be between 80–120 G, higher magnitudes
increase in the TC of HT fluid after the suspension of NPs.
result in decreasing the TC drastically. Yavari et al.24 evalDifferent analytical models have been developed to estiuated the MF effect to control NP aggregation and TC.
mate the effective TC including the Maxwell Garnet model
They used Fe3 O4 /MWCNT suspended in water. The results
which suggested that particles are randomly distributed
indicated an increment in TC in the existence of a MF due
with similar size and spherical shape, Hamilton-Crosser
to chain formation.
model, which is a modified version of Maxwell’s model.
Several studies reported a directly proportional relation
Hui, X. Zhang model which stated that Maxwell’s model
between MF strength and TC, while others reported the
can only be used for low particle concentration, and the
opposite. M’hamed et al. reviewed different experiments
Wasp model which is a modified version of the Hamiltonand their outcome regarding the impact of MF on TC.77
Crosser model.62
56
Another parameter that the TC is affected by is NPs
Hayat et al. analyzed the diverse convection peristaltic
shapes. Akbar et al. studied non-steady peristaltic transport
motion of five types of NFs (TiO, Al2 O3 , CuO, colloidal
of NFs with three various NP shapes (bricks, cylincopper, and silver) in a 2-D vertical asymmetric channel
ders, platelets) through a non-uniform channel.26 Another
with the inclusion of thermal and velocity slip parameters.
study investigated the shape effect of copper NPs disTC was calculated using Maxwell’s and Hamilton-Crosser
persed in water in a peristaltic system.31 Both studies
models. Their outcomes indicated that TC obtained via
revealed that platelet-shaped NPs exhibit the highest velocthe Hamilton-Crosser model was higher compared to the
63
ity, while brick-shaped NPs are associated with maximum
Maxwell model. Abbasi et al. studied the mixed conTC enhancement. In a similar study, the NP shapes’ influvective peristalsis of copper-water nanofluid with the exisence on velocity, pressure gradient, temperature, and shear
tence of a MF. In this experiment, the Hamilton-Crosser
stress were investigated. The results showed that the axial
model is utilized to calculate the efficient TC.
velocity
maximum
for platelet-shaped NPs, while the
IP:
62.215.193.29
On:
Mon,
20 Decis2021
11:32:11
Owing to the limitation of the efficient TC measurement
Copyright:
maximumPublishers
temperature and pressure gradient are achieved
using the conventional model, researchers
started American
to study Scientific
Delivered
Ingenta
bricks-shaped NPs and the lowest values are achieved
the effects of other parameters using experimental
corre- bywith
by platelet-shaped NPs.30
lations. For example, Arora and Srivastava64 examined the
effect of each of interfacial layer, Al2 O3 NP’ concentra3.2. Viscosity (VISC)
tion, pressure, and temperature on the TC of Al2 O3 -water.
Their findings revealed that TC increases with increasing
VISC plays a critical role in the efficiency of HT and
NP volume fraction (VF), while it decreases with increasfluid transfer on NFs. it can affect the HT and the
ing pressure and temperature. Paul et al.65 studied TP
energy required to pump the NF in some applications.19 78
improvement of liquid nitrogen with the addition of Al2 O3
The VISC of NFs should be a minimal increment to
NPs. It was noted that the TC increases as the rise of NPs
increase the system efficiency since high VISC indicates
VF, which led to the enhancement of HT rate. Castañedaan increase in the consumed power and low VISC indiMiranda et al.66 evaluated the thermal parameters of silvercates system parameter distress.16
deionized water NF using Infrared Photothermal RadiomSeveral theoretical models are used to evaluate NF’s
etry.
VISC, these include Einstein, Brinkman model, Batchlor,
Amirsom et al.67 examined in their model a (MHD)
Maiga, Pak and Cho, Corcione, and Koo and Kleinstreuer
non-Newtonian NF flow with microorganism taken into
models.61 Newly suggested theoretical models cannot esticonsideration Stefan blowing. The results showed an
mate the effective VISC of NFs accurately because these
improvement in TC by the increment of Brownian motion.
models assume that NPs are homogeneously dispersed,
Several researchers proposed a TC model to estimate
although NP aggregation causes heterogeneity.79
its effective value of Al2 O3 /blood bio-NF conductivity. It
VISC can be affected by particle NP concentration, size,
was reported that the proposed model result concur the
shape, temperature, shear rate, surfactants, pH, and MF. In
available data in the literature.21 68–70
addition, the NF VISC is higher than the BF VISC due to
Data collected from several studies indicated that TC
NP addition.40 80–82
Loya et al. explored the viscous and aggregative
can be affected by the VISC, diameter, VF, the temperature factor of the based liquid, Brownian motion, particle
properties of Cu/water NF using molecular dynamics
simulation. The obtained results were consistent with the
material, and MF.39 62 71 In addition, it is observed that
there is an optimal point that exists when considering a
literature data.83 Yadav et al. explored TC and VISC influ72
ence of copper NPs suspended in different types of vegparameter. Furthermore, NF’s homogeneity and stability
etable oil. The influence of NPs VF and temperature has
are significant factors for enhancement of TC.73
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been investigated. They reported an increment in VISC
with the increase in VF and a decrease in temperature.84
Hajiyan et al. analyzed both TC and VISC of magnetic
NF with a uniform external MF. They reported that VISC
increases with the increase in NP VF while decreases with
the increase in temperature.71 Jabbari et al. studied the
VISC of SWCNTs/water NF using equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation. Additionally, they explored the
impact of NP concentration and NF temperature on VISC.
They reported that VISC increased with high VF and low
temperature.85

the increase in the Brownian motion and thermophoretic
parameters.88 The effect of Dufour and Soret’s on concentration profiles is depicted in Figure 2.89 Tanveer et al.
analyzed the effect of HT from walls of electrically conducting Eyring-Powell fluid in an infinite 2-D channel. The
results showed an enhancement in HT with the increase
in thermal radiation parameter, while it decreased with
the increase in Prandtl number, Brownian motion, and
thermophoresis.90
Several studies have found that HT rates are highest when platelet-shaped NPs are used, and lowest when
brick-shaped NPs are used. Furthermore, cylinder-shaped
NPs outperform bricks and platelet-shaped NPs in terms
3.3. Heat Transfer Enhancement
of cooling performance.26 30 Ijaz et al. explored the effect
Cooling is considered a crucial step to sustain the perof non-spherical Al2 O3 NPs in NF transporting inside a
formance of microelectronics, which may be affected
curved
channel. NPs in the shapes of cylinders, blades,
by the increase of thermal load with the miniaturizabricks,
and
platelets have been studied. Blade-shaped NPs
tion of microelectronic devices and higher power outhad
the
highest
velocity and the best thermal performance,
put. Although many techniques can be used to rise the
followed
by
brick,
cylinder, and platelet-shaped NPs.91
HT such as fluid turbulence and enlarging surface area,
The permeability of the surface and the MF can
the performance of HT will be restricted due to miniboth manipulate HT rate of NFs. Venkanteswarlu et al.
mal conventional HT fluids thermal properties. For this
investigated these effects in a porous medium. NFs of
reason, conventional cooling mechanisms cannot achieve
copper-water and titanium oxide-water are used. They disthe needed cooling efficiency of high-tech industries. As a
covered that increasing the porosity parameter and the VF
result, NFs are introduced to overcome the problems assoimproves HT. The HT rate, on the other hand, decreases
ciated with conventional fluids.
in the presence of a MF. Cu-water NF had a higher HT
The physical properties of NFs give them the advan62.215.193.29
20 than
Dec TiO
2021-water
11:32:11
NF since Cu has a higher TC.17 Bég
tage of enhancing the HT rate. IP:
It is
influenced by On:
eachMon,rate
2
Copyright: American Scientific Publishers
al. investigated the flow and HT in a conducting NF
of TC, heat capacity (HC), flow pattern, Reynolds
and byetIngenta
Delivered
with a MF present. When compared to aluminum oxide,
Prandtl numbers, temperature, VF, dimension and shape of
copper, and titanium oxide, their results showed that silthe particles, Brownian motion, and thermophoresis.60 86 87
ver NPs provided the best thermal enhancement. The proHayat et al. reported an increment in HT rate due
posed model can be applied to a variety of biomedical
to the rise in NP volume concentration. Highest coeftherapies.92
ficient has been detected in a silver-water NF.56 Seth
88
Sheikholeslami et al. considered the HT efficiency of
et al. used a perpendicular MF in their study. FurMNFs (Fe3 O4 /water) in the presence of an external MF
thermore, diffusion-thermo (Dufour effect) and thermousing a non-Darcy porous medium. The investigation condiffusion (Soret effect) were included. Their results indisidered NPs’ shapes and properties. Platelet-shaped NPs
cated that the HT rate increases with the increase in
were discovered to have the fastest HT rate. It was also
Prandtl number and viscoelasticity, and decreases with

Fig. 2. The influence of Dufour and Soret parameters on velocity (a) without Dufour and Soret effects (b) with Dufour and Soret effects. Reprinted
with permission from [89], M. S. Alam and M. M. Rahman, Nonlinear Analysis: Modelling and Control 11, 3 (2006). Copyright@Open access.
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discovered that increasing the intensity of the MF reduces
the velocity and HT rate of magnetic NF.93 Ebaid et al.
investigated the effect of the external MF on the flow and
HT of CNTs NFs. They reported a decrease in HT rate
with the increase of the MF. SWCNT has higher transfer
rates compared to MWCNT NF.94 On the other hand, Sun
et al. reported an increment in the HT rate of Fe3 O4 /water
NF at the presence of a MF.74
Various experimental and numerical analyses were
obtained to investigate HT behavior of different
NPs.13 14 44 95–97 However, outcome inconsistency can be
noticed, thus HT measurements should be investigated
more in detail. Murshed et al. discussed and summarized
experimental and numerical HT analyses of NFs.98

4. SYNTHESIS METHODS

of NFs and is very cost effective due to the abundance
of NPs.100 NPs are first created as a dry powder using
chemical or physical methods, then they will be suspended
in the BF using various procedures such as intense magnetic force/ultrasonic agitation, high-shear mixing, homogenization, or ball milling.15 100 This step is important to
minimize NPs’ agglomeration.102 Cacua et al. investigated how ultrasonication affected NP dispersion and agitation. They also looked into how temperature affected TC
measurements.103 Mahbubul et al. investigated the stability of an Al2 O3 /water NF prepared in two steps. It was
decided to use ultrasonication. They conducted VISC measurements as well as TC measurements of the NF, after
that they examined HT performance. Their results indicated that longer ultrasonication minimizes NP sedimentation, thus increasing the stability.52
As the formulation of NPs and NFs is a separate process, the disadvantages of this method include particle
agglomeration due to weak van der waals strength during drying, storage, or transportation. Surfactants are used
to enhance the stability of NPs. Still, the applicability of
the surfactants at high-level temperature is also a priority,
specifically for high-level temperature applications.101

4.3. Biogenic Synthesis
Eco-friendly, safe, and cost-effective biological methods
• Physical vapor deposition IP: 62.215.193.29 On: Mon, 20 Dec 2021 11:32:11
can be used
to produce NPs. Biogenic synthesis has the
Copyright: American Scientific
Publishers
• Liquid chemical method
Delivered byadvantage
Ingenta of using low synthesis temperatures, ambient
• Vacuum-SANSS (submerged arc NP synthesis
atmospheric conditions, low-energy equipment, and high
system)
scale-up efficiency with appropriate chemical features for
• Chemical solution method
biomedical applications.104 Several studies have been conHowever, the one-step method has several advantages, it
ducted to explore the biosynthesis of NPs using varialso has several disadvantages, including the presence of
ous biological systems such as bacteria, fungi, algae, and
residual reactants in the NFs due to partial reaction or
plants. Rubilar et al. talked about the biogenic syntheinstability, as well as the difficulty in elucidating the effect
sis of copper derivative NPs.105 Sreeju et al. developed a
101
of the NPs without eliminating the impurity effect.
green synthesis method to produce CuO NPs. CuO syntheAdditionally, this method can only be used with lowsized using Psidium guajava leaves at room temperature.104
60
vapor pressure BFs and cannot be utilized for mass
Anacardium occidentale leaf extract was used by Rufus
production.99
et al. to biosynthesize hematite NPs. The results revealed
that the amount of A. Occidentale extract used has a sig4.2. Two-Step Method
nificant impact on the morphological modifications and
The suspension of nano-powder generated separately in the
extent of agglomeration of the NPs. It is also stated that
BF is first step in the two-step method that is depicted in
the method used can generate highly pure hematite NPs
Figure 4. This method is primarily used in the production
as well as NPs with antimicrobial activity.106 Kumari et al.

Fig. 3.

One-step method.
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4.1. One-Step Method
The one-step method synthesizes and disperses NPs in
fluid in a single step. Figure 3 depicts a one-step technique for preparing NFs. The use of a one-step method
reduces agglomeration by eliminating the need for storage, transportation, drying, and dispersion of NPs, thereby
improving fluid stability.34 The use of a one-step method
for synthesizing NFs results in a more stable NF with consistent NP distribution.99 NFs are fabricated via.100 101
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Fig. 4. Two-step method.
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used pomegranate juice to create gold-silver bimetallic
NPs. The NPs are spherical and have a core/shell structure, with a thick gold core surrounded by a thin nonuniform silver shell. Furthermore, TC enhancement has been
reported.107 Reddy et al. created TiO2 NPs using medicinal leaf extracts from the plants Ocimum Tenuiflorum
and Calotropis Gigantea. They also investigated the qualities of the synthesized NPs. The results showed that
green synthesis was successful in producing TiO2 NPs.
This method can create low-cost, environmentally friendly
nanostructures.108

highest compatibility in deionized water, indicating good
stability. While SiO2 NPs agglomerated and settled down
very quickly in the BF.110

5.2. Stability Methods
5.2.1. The Use of Surfactants
The supplement of surfactants to a two-phase system is
a simple and effective method for increasing wettability
and thus improving the stability of NFs. Surfactants are
used to avoid particle accumulation, oxidation, and degradation, as well as to alter the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity
of the particle surface.111 Surfactants can be categorized
into Nonionic, Anionic, Cationic and Zwitterionic surfac5. STABILITY OF NANOFLUIDS
tants based on the charge head group. A critical issue is
Even though extensive research has been conducted on
the selection of appropriate surfactants. If the BF of the
NFs, their stability remains a concern. Agglomeration can
NF is a polar, it is recommended to choose a water-soluble
affect the stability of NFs, resulting in NP settlement and
surfactant, differently, an oil-soluble surfactant should be
microchannel clogging. NF preparation, NP type, size,
chosen.29 80 112 113
shape, purity, degree of agglomeration, and BF type are
Zhai et al. investigated the TP and stability of an
all factors that can affect the stability
of NFs.34 103 Strong
IP: 62.215.193.29
On: Mon,Al
20ODec
2021 11:32:11
2 3 /ethylene glycol NF using polyvinylpyrrolidone
Copyright:
Publishers
magnitudes of Van der Waal forces with
a largeAmerican
surface Scientific
(PVP) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactants. The
Delivered by Ingenta
area of the nanosized powder, in addition to sedimentation,
stability was investigated using TEM images and sedimenall contribute to NP aggregation.34
tation. Because of the polymeric chain reaction, the results
showed that NF with PVP surfactant has the best sable
5.1. Evaluation Methods
suspension.113 Mamat et al. utilized a two-step method to
A NF’s stability can be determined using a variety of methcreate nanosilica, graphene, and functionalized MWCNTs
ods, including:28 34 100
NPs suspended in water. TP and stability of Chinese ink
as a surfactant were investigated. When Chinese ink was
• Sedimentation and centrifugation
used, NFs demonstrated good stability.84 Kaggwa et al.
• Zeta potential analysis
investigated
the VISC and stability of activated carbon,
• Spectral absorbency analysis (UV-VIS spectroscopy)
Al
O
,
and
CuO
in water and ethylene glycol using vari• Transmission Electron Microscopy
2 3
73
ous
surfactants.
Using a two-step method, Sanjeevi et al.
• Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
created
a
NF
of
MWCNTs.
To improve NF stability, vari• 3 method and TC measurement
ous
surfactants
are
added
and
tested.99
• Dynamic Light Scattering Method (DLS).
The saturation magnetization of pure metals is the highSedimentation is regarded as the most basic of the aforeest. However, they are highly toxic and prone to oxidamentioned evaluation techniques,99 and TEM is the most
tion, so iron oxides are used instead because they are more
accurate method.109
stable and biocompatible. Iron oxides, on the other hand,
Other methods of determining the stability of a NF
must be coated with biocompatible organic or inorganic
can be used. For instance, Dan Chicea109 observed the
material for biomedical applications.48 With Amazonian
aggregation of magnetic NPs using a modified version
oils, Gaspar et al. created superparamagnetic iron oxide
of static light scattering (SLS) and (DLS). The findings
NPs SPIONs. Human colon cancer cells and fibroblasts
revealed that Fe3 O4 coated with citric acid (CA) aggregates
were used to study the biocompatibility of SPIONs. The
quickly. Another approach is to explore the compatibilfindings demonstrated that the oleylamine-coated SPIONs
ity of the NPs and the BF using values of their solubilsynthesized were biocompatible.47
ity parameters.110 To determine its stability, Roslan et al.
Surfactants can have a negative impact on NFs. When
calculated the solubility parameters of various NPs and
heated, some surfactants produce foam. Furthermore, the
deionized water. The NPs’ solubility parameters have been
thermal resistance (TR) between NPs and BF may be
increased.102
compared to those of the BF. ZnO NPs demonstrated the
470
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6. BIOMEDICAL APPLICATIONS
NFs have been used in vivo surgery,115 116 drug delivery,117
hyperthermia,21 48 118 119 lubrication,79 magnetic resonance
imaging,120 121 and other applications. various NF types
with varying shapes and size are employed in the
coating process of medical devices122 123 and cancer
treatment.115 124 125

Fig. 5. Carbon nanotube surface modification (adapted/reprinted with
permission from AAAS under license no. 5075021213017). Reprinted
with permission from [156], K. Kamaras, M. E. Itkis, H. Hu, B. Zhao, and
R. C. Haddon, Science 301, 1501 (2003). Copyright@American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).

6.1. Drug Delivery
In recent decades, drug delivery-based NFs have been
studied to enhance effectiveness and specificity. The NPs
characteristics and features, such as their small size,
customized surfaces, and multifunctionality, enable the
interactions with complex cellular functions in novel
approaches.17
NPs, particularly Cu-NPs, are extensively used in:
•
•
•
•

Treatment
Diagnosis
Medical device coating
Drug delivery69
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5.2.2. Surfactant Free Technique
Surface modification is used to improve NP dispersion
in the BF. Mechanical reactions, mechanochemical reacA variety of NPs have been investigated for use in drug
tions, chemical reactions, plasma treatment, ball milling
delivery systems. The nontoxic and stable behavior of gold
processes, and other methods can be used to modify
NPs was demonstrated. Madanipour et al. investigated the
the surface. Covalent bonding is used to modify the
absorption coefficient of gold NPs in water using Moiré
surface of carbon nanotubes, as depicted in Figure 5.
it plays a significant role
IP: 62.215.193.29 On: Mon,deflectometry
20 Dec 2021technique
11:32:11because
126
Several studies have demonstrated the
effectiveness
of
in
biomedical
applications.
Carbon
nanotubes, due to
Copyright: American Scientific Publishers
Theres bytheir
these methods in improving stability and TC.100Delivered
Ingenta
low toxicity and lack of immunogenicity, can be
Baby et al. investigated the stability of Fe3 O4 coated
used to deliver biomolecules and drugs to targeted cells or
with SiO2 and MWCNTs suspended in de-ionized water
organs.127 Graphene-based NFs have the capability to be
without the use of a surfactant. The stability of Fe3 O4 used in anticancer drug delivery systems.128
SiO2 /MWCNTs and Fe3 O4 /MWCNTs with surfactant was
Surabhi et al. studied the rheological properties of
investigated. When compared to Fe3 O4 /MWCNT with surblood flow through a stenotic tapered artery using a drugfactant, Fe3 O4 –SiO2 /MWCNT demonstrated superior stacoated NPs catheter. The results showed that drug delivbility and TC.76 Using a one-step method, Rehman et al.
ery via catheter is effective in treating artery obstruction
created surfactant-free MWCNTs and an eco-friendly Jatwith fewer side effects due to high mass and HT at
ropha seed oil-based NF. The NF was characterized using
the extremes. This model can be used in drug delivery
various analysis techniques to determine its stability. The
and biomedical applications to avoid artery blockages.87
23
results demonstrated excellent NF stability.
Amirsom et al. investigated forced convection in a powerlaw MHD with microorganisms. Their model can be used
5.2.3. Nanoparticle’s Stability Mechanisms
in a range of biomedical applications, including drug
delivery systems and biomedical electromagnetic (EM)
The formation of aggregates is the primary cause of the
treatments.67 Shahazdi et al. investigated the utility of Cuinstability of NFs. The dominant repulsive forces are
essential for NF stability to be achieved. Stability of NPs
blood NF for peristaltic flow with velocity and thermal
can be accomplished through either steric or electrostatic
slips for drug delivery. The effect of various physical proprepulsion. Steric repulsion is caused by the addition of
erties have been documented. According to the findings,
polymers to the suspension, which causes polymer adherthe HT rate is directly proportional to the thermal slip
ence on the particle surface, increasing steric repulsive
parameter.129
force by providing a steric barrier to prevent particles from
Wu et al. developed a photomagnetic nanocore-shell
coming into contact with each other.102 Shulenina et al.
structure and conjugated it with DNA for target-based
investigated the structural characteristics of MNFs using
drug therapy and other biomedical applications.130 Kazemi
X-ray scattering techniques based on synchrotron radiaet al. developed a medical NF by combining functiontion. To avoid aggregation, magnetic NPs were coated with
alized SWCNTs and conjugated cisplatin. The TC and
polyacrylic acid (PAA) in one solution, and with CA in
drug release were both investigated. High temperatures
another.114
were found to be associated with increased TC, according

REVIEW
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to the findings. Additionally, decreasing the pH improves
6.2. Hyperthermia
the TP for drug release. The medical NF that was develThe body raises its temperature to combat disease by slowoped has the capability to be employed in drug delivery
ing the multiplication of the disease-causing agent. Hyperapplications.72 To study the effect of magnetite NPs stathermia is the process of raising the temperature of an
bility, Vazhnichaya et al. created magnetite NPs that were
organ or tissue to 41–46  C for cancer treatment. Many
stabilized with 2-ethyl-6-methyl-3-hydroxypyridine succiresearchers explored the effect of MFs on the temperature
nate (Mexidol). They have reported that the synthesized
of NPs. They reported that NPs absorb MFs and convert
NF mimics erythropoiesis in both during and after acute
them to heat, which can be used to treat cancer and elimblood loss.131
inate undesirable tumors by increasing tissue temperature
MNFs are significantly employed in modern drug
using NPs and MFs. According to recent research, MNFs
delivery techniques to enhance drug specificity and
enter cells competently and exhibit stable temperature rise
efficiency.132 A MF’s effect on nano-drug delivery systems
characteristics.21 48 111 115 119
has been documented. Das et al. investigated the peristaltic
When using MNPs hyperthermia for cancer therapy,
flow of conducting NF in the presence of a MF in a porous
blood perfusion rate and the amount of NF delivered to
tube. The use of a MF allows NP-based drugs to be guided
the desired area are vital factors for influencing tissue’s
up to the targeted site. This model is used as a drug delivtemperature distribution.116
ery system in biomedical engineering for its numerous and
Due to their biocompatibility, low toxicity, and good
innovative applications.133 Shahabadi et al. investigated the
chemical stability, moderate saturation magnetization, high
possibility of creating a NP with improved therapeutic
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, high coercivity, and high
properties. They investigated Fe3 O4 coated in oleic acid
specific absorption rate, Fe3 O4 and -Fe2 O3 are primarily
and containing oseltamivir. According to the findings, the
investigated for hyperthermia applications.111 However, tiscurrent system may be useful for anticancer drug delivery.
sue iron uptake must be investigated because an excessive
External sources can alter the physical properties of NPs,
amount of iron in living tissue could be harmful.116
resulting in increased drug accumulation at the delivery
Sallum et al. performed an in-vitro experiment to invessite.134 Abbasi et al. investigated the peristaltic transport
tigate ferrofluid transport in the biological tissue by injectof a Fe3 O4 /water NF in a symmetric channel under the
ing it into agarose gel.115 The researchers then performed
IP: 62.215.193.29 On: Mon, 20 Dec 2021 11:32:11
influence of a MF for drug delivery.Copyright:
NPs with spherical
an in-vivo
experiment on rat limbs to explore temperaAmerican Scientific
Publishers
and cylindrical shapes are included. Spherical NPs
have byture
distribution using NP hyperthermia. indicated that a
Delivered
Ingenta
a higher axial velocity and temperature, according to the
water-based ferrofluid could be used to raise the tissue
findings.132
temperature above 43  C.116
NPs (NPs) have the potential to be used as drug agents.
The TC of bioNFs, the VF of NPs, the excitation waveIjaz et al., researched the effect of Cu-, Ag-, and Aulength (ex ) and power (P), and metabolic heat generation
NPs as drug agents in blood-mediated NF flow on the
all influence treatment with hyperthermia.118 To investigate
hemodynamics (HD) of a stenotic curved channel. They
HT during hyperthermic treatment, Benos et al. developed
concluded that NPs could improve the HD channel. Fura theoretical model for estimating the effective TC of biothermore, Au-NPs performed better in terms of reducing
NF (blood usually contains MWCNTs).21
57
the HD of the stenotic channel. In another study, they
NF can be delivered to the target tissue via the tumor
explored the effect of Cu-NPs on blood flow through a
vasculature or by injecting the ferrofluid into the tumor’s
fused stenosed artery with a permeable wall. Their findextracellular zone.116 Ebaid et al. examined the influence
ings indicated that drug Cu-NPs can effectively decrease
of slip circumstances and peristaltic action on the flow of
the HD of stenosis due to their ability to lower the influNF in an asymmetric microchannel for NP distribution via
ence of impedance of blood flow or coagulation factors
blood arteries to a specific area. They proposed an analyticaused by stenosis.69 Shahzdi et al. utilized mathematical model to investigate the NF dynamic aspects of cancer
cal modeling to inspect the usage of NPs as drug agents
treatment125 The Finite Element method (FEM) has been
in copper and hybrid NFs (Cu and Al). The body raises
used by Goyal et al. to analyze and optimize the impact
its temperature to combat disease by slowing the multipliof these factors on temperature distribution and HT within
cation of the disease-causing agent.135 Abdolmohammadi
the human body after being injected with NPs in the preset al. investigated the use of ZnO NPs in the treatment of
ence of EM waves. The findings were validated by combreast cancer. The effects of cytotoxicity were evaluated.
paring them to findings in the literature. Because of EM
waves and radiofrequency (RF) treatments, the study proThe in vitro study found that ZnO NPs are biocompatible and show promise as cancer chemotherapy agents.124
vides quick estimates for various thermal signatures and
other relevant properties.118
Fakhroueian et al. looked into the cytotoxicity of ZnO
quantum dots NPs in the form of ZnO NF on four canHyperthermia can be used to adjust the magnetic propercerous cell lines. Because ZnO quantum dots demolished
ties of mixed-ferrite NPs. According to several studies, low
cancer cell lines, they can be used as drug agents.136
inherent toxicity and stabilities are easily fabricated. To
472
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ensure biocompatibility and non-toxicity, the mixed ferrite
core/shell material with an absorption shell. The tests
material should be coated with a biocompatible material.
were carried out using in-vitro assays. The catheter coated
Because of their unique properties, iron ferrites, cobalt ferwith the synthesized NF demonstrated enhanced resistance
rites, manganese ferrites, and nickel ferrites are being studto two types of bacteria. Furthermore, the NF exhibited
ied extensively for hyperthermia applications.48 Hatamie
no cytotoxic properties.143 Limban et al. created a new
et al. investigated the thermal therapy of PEGylated cobalt
nanosystem by coating Fe3 O4 /C12 with specific biofilm
ferrite NPs in the presence of an alternating current MF on
that enhances biological activities. They discovered that
cancerous tissue. To improve biocompatibility and reduce
the catheter surface coated with the nanosystem inhibNP agglomeration, the cobalt ferrite NPs were coated with
ited adherence and biofilm growth.144 Rufus et al. invespolyethylene glycol (PEG). The researchers concluded that
tigated the antimicrobial activity of hematite NPs against
PEGylated cobalt ferrite NPs are more biocompatible and
E. coli and Staphylococcus aureus. According to the findnon-toxic than cobalt ferrite NPs. Furthermore, agglomings, hematite NPs have antibacterial activity.106 NPs with
eration was avoided. It was also discovered that injecting
bactericidal activity can be used in hospital sterilization,
NPs with a temperature of around 37  C could increase
wound dressing, and medical instrument protection.105
the rate of heating in the tumor.137 Nam et al. synthesized
CoFe2 O4 @OA/OLA NPs coated in poly(maleic anhydride6.4. Bioimaging
alt-1-octadecene) to investigate their properties and toxicNPs are a potential candidate for biomedical imaging and
ity for hyperthermia applications. The size distribution of
cancer detection due to their diverse chemical, magnetic,
these NPs was uniform, according to the researchers. They
and physical properties.145 NPs have recently been used
were non-toxic, stable, and dispersible in water. These NPs
in bioimaging due to their exceptional optical propercan be used for hyperthermia applications, according to the
ties, tailorable surface alteration, and ability to carry var111
findings. Ammal et al. used ultrasound waves to invesious sensing and therapeutic components. However, NPs
tigate the state and behavior of cobalt ferrite NPs in NF
must be biocompatible with the biological system being
75
at saturation temperatures for hyperthermia applications.
tested, have excellent optical properties, good photostaPatade et al. created zinc ferrite NPs and investigated
bility, and the ability to report on the biological protheir properties for hyperthermia applications. The results
120
rapid
fluctuations.
showed that zinc ferrite NPs have
saturation magIP: high
62.215.193.29
On: Mon,cess’s
20 Dec
2021
11:32:11 NPs used for bioimaging can
be divided
into two types: those that emit specific optiAmerican Scientific
Publishers
netization and are superparamagnetic.Copyright:
The NPs obtained
cal
signals
on
their own, such as quantum dots and carDelivered
by
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demonstrated their applicability in magnetic fluid hyperbon
dots,
and
those that require fluorophore labeling to
thermia for successive and non-harmful treatment of can120
119
be
visualized.
NPs have recently been researched for
cer tumors.
the development of imaging modalities for disease detection. Quantum dots demonstrated promising results in flu6.3. Antibacterial Activity
orescent imaging. AuNPs have gained popularity for use
Antibacterial NPs are of particular interest due to their
in X-ray and CT-imaging. Furthermore, Fe3 O4 -NPs have
ability to endure severe procedure circumstances, as
been investigated as MRI-contrast agents.120 Fe3 O4 -NPs
opposed to organic antibacterial materials, which lose their
have been extensively studied, and they have demonstrated
stability under high temperatures or pressure. Antibacpromising results as MRI contrast agents due to their effectericidal activity of ZnO, CuO, and Ag NPs has been
tiveness, small size, safety, and ease of penetration into
138
studied. ZnO has been shown in recent studies to have
cells. Fe3 O4 -NPs have been employed to image stem cells,
antibacterial properties. It was discovered that the ZnO
magnetofection,
and cancer. Furthermore, the FDA has
antibacterial activity significantly enhanced with the con139 140
approved
magnetite
iron oxide NPs for use as liver MR
centration of NPs.
121
contrast
agents.
Another type of antibacterial NP is CuO NPs. CuO NPs
Euting et al. investigated the use of a biocompatible
can easily cross the cell membrane because of their smaller
138
and
stable ferromagnetic carbon NF for magnetic particle
size in comparison to the pore size in bacteria.
The
imaging.
Magnetization was compared between superparaone-step method produced Ag-NPs with high antimicromagnetic
and ferromagnetic. The feasibility of using ferbial activity against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacroMNFs
as
a contrast material was demonstrated in this
teria, including multi-resistant strains like Staphylococcus
141
study.
According
to the findings, using ferromagnetic NPs
aureus.
results
in
less
blurred
and more edged images.46 Shelat
Chifiriuc et al. investigated the antimicrobial features of
et al. reported surface modification of superparamagnetic
NPs, it was aimed to enhance the microbial colonization
magnetite Fe3 O4 /C12 NPs with biocompatible amino acids
resistance of biofilm. These findings revealed that Rosto stabilize them and allow labeling with mesenchymal
marinus officinalis essential oil-coated Fe3 O4 NPs inhibstem cells for imaging. The cytotoxicity was evaluated.
ited C. albicans and C. tropicalis adherence and biofilm
The results showed that stem cell amino acid magnetic
development on catheter surfaces.142 Anghel et al. investiNF had the least amount of toxicity. MRI scans also
gated the anti-pathogenic activity of a nanosized Fe3 O4 /C12
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revealed that the proposed NF can be used as an MR contrast agent.121 Yogesh et al. synthesized graphene oxide
NPs for bioimaging purposes using nanosecond pulsed
laser ablation and investigated their properties. According
to the findings, graphene oxide NPs are photoluminescent and biocompatible, and thus can be used in bioimaging applications.33 Talev et al. reviewed the uses of iron
oxide NPs in the diagnosis and treatment of atherosclerosis. They talked about using NPs for molecular imaging
of atherosclerosis.146 Ehlerding et al. discussed various NP
imaging agents.10

6.6. Micro-Pumping
In the biomedical field, Microfluidics/Nanofluidics devices
are widely used.123 A micro-pump is an essential component of nanofluidics and is classified as passive-pumps
or active-pumps. Conventional active pumps are not suitable for use with NFs due to their extremely high
hydraulic resistance and extremely small volume in a
nanochannel.151 As a result, researchers began looking
for alternatives. Liang et al. created a nanofluidic highpressure micropump with high precision that can deliver
up to 20 MPa.151
Aggarwal et al. investigated the performance of piezo6.5. Lubrication
electrically actuated pyramidal valveless micropumps for
biological applications. According to the results, the fabIn mechanical systems, friction is a significant source of
ricated micropump has a small footprint, a high flow rate,
energy loss. It causes machine failure in some cases due to
and a high back pressure.152 Tripathi et al. investigated the
excessive wear, so lubrication in the system is essential.79
flow of NFs in a finite non-uniform channel that mimics
Several NPs have been studied as lubricant additives, and
the operation of real micropumps. Various physical charthe results show that NPs have improved tribological propacteristics of NPs were investigated.153
erties when compared to conventional lubricants, resulting
147
MNFs with magnetic actuation have the potential to
in good friction and wear reduction characteristics.
be used in micro-pumping systems. Surface charge, pH,
Ilie et al. used a novel technology to prepare TiO2 NPs
and ion concentration can all influence electrical actuation;
suspended in lubricating oil. They also investigated its tribological properties. Compared to base oil, the findings
however, magnetic actuation is more controllable because
revealed that the use of NPs reduced friction.147 Rahman
it is not affected by these parameters. Özbey et al.154 inveset al. created NFs by combining Al2 O3 , MoS2 , and rutiletigated ferrofluid flow inside small tubes by simulating it
TiO2 with various concentrations of vegetable oils to be
with a dynamic MF. The study showed promising results
IP: 62.215.193.29
On: Mon,for
20using
Dec 2021
11:32:11
used as lubricants. They investigated
the NF’s kinematics,
ferrofluids
and magnetic actuation in a variety of
Copyright:
American
Scientific
Publishers
23
dynamic VISC, contact angle, contact area, and TC.
medical applications.
Delivered by Ingenta
MNFs used as lubricants in friction units can extend
the machine’s operating life, improve its energy efficiency,
7. FURTHER APPLICATIONS
and improve its frictional properties. It can also be conIn addition to the biomedical applications mentioned
trolled by applying a MF. Boltov and colleagues created
above, NFs have numerous applications in electronics,
a magnetic lubricant NF and investigated its tribological
energy, and mechanical fields due to their superior properproperties. They described the properties of ferrofluid, a
ties when compared to conventional fluids.59 100
148
synthetic lubricant.
Inadequate orthopedic implant location can result in
an inflammatory reaction, toxicity, osteolysis, and implant
8. IMPACT ON HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
failure due to wear forces that produce wear residues.
Due to their extremely small size and low concentration
NFs in friction and wear systems are recommended as a
in a NF, the interaction of NPs with the environment may
solution to this problem. Bernal et al. analyzed the usage
create a risk to health and the environment. It may also
of NPs halloysite nanotube (HNT) and montmorillonite
endanger the ecological system. NPs’ physical and chemi(MONT) to enhance the lubricating qualities of PEG in
cal properties have an impact on the ecosystem. The potentotal knee arthroplasty. When HNT was used, they noticed
tial danger of NPs on human skin is that they can easily
a drop in friction coefficient and worn diameter. HNT
enter the blood cell and lymphatic systems, causing seriand MONT were found to be biocompatible in toxicity
ous damage to the body. As a result, regulatory authorities
testing.149
are developing standards, regulations, recommended pracSeveral studies using titanium alloy tools reported that
tices, and working guidelines to prevent or mitigate the
NPs have the ability to reduce friction coefficients. NPs
hazardous effects of NPs.1
in the form of a lubrication layer can distribute normal
load and reduce friction. This can help to reduce the tool’s
9. CONCLUSION
plastic deformation.64 147 150 Several studies have shown
This article is a thorough investigation into NFs. It covers
that NPs suspended in oil can function as a lubricant. The
NPs in common use, MNFs, TC improvement, HT optifindings revealed that NFs reduced wear, forces, and temmization, NFs fabrication techniques, stability assessment
peratures when compared to conventional lubricants.150 As
techniques, NFs applications in the biomedical field, and
a result, when combined with orthopedic implants, it can
be extremely beneficial.
their impact on health and the environment.
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